In this study, a new finite-difference technique is designed to reduce the number of grid points needed in frequency-space domain modeling. The new algorithm uses optimal nine-point operators for the approximation of the Laplacian and the mass acceleration terms. The coefficients can be found by using the steepest descent method so that the best normalized phase curves can be obtained.
MOTIVATION
Numerical modeling of the wave equation in the frequencyspace domain was pioneered by Lysmer and Drake (1972) and has been developed by Marfurt (1984) Shin (1988) , Marfurt and Shin (1989) Pratt and Worthington (1990) and Pratt (1990a, b) . Finite-element modeling in the frequency domain has been extensively upgraded by Marfurt and his colleagues (Marfurt 1988, personal communication) .
Wave equation modeling in the time domain is popular because of its easy implementation and accuracy, compared to frequency domain modeling. The advantage of frequencydomain modeling over time-domain modeling is that multiexperiment seismic data can be simulated economically by direct multiplication once the triangular factors of the impedance matrix are calculated. Modeling the effects of attenuation is more flexible in the frequency domain than in the time domain (Pratt, 1990b) , because in the frequency domain one can directly input the attenuation coefficient as a function of frequency. Furthermore, for certain geometries, only a few frequency components are required to perform wave-equation inversion and tomography (Pratt and Worthington, 1990) .
Because of numerical dispersion and anisotropy, the numerical solution of the wave equation can lead to inaccurate results. Such errors can be overcome by generating a sufficiently fine grid compared to the wavelength. In time-domain modeling, higher-order differencing operators are used to reduce the required spatial sampling (Dablain, 1986) . For the conventional second-order central finite-difference operator used by Pratt and Worthington (1990) , more grid points per wavelength are needed in frequency-domain solutions to obtain an accuracy that is comparable to that achieved with time-domain solutions. Moreover, the fact that frequencydomain modeling can be done only implicitly makes the problem harder because of the huge resultant matrix.
In this paper, several techniques are employed to increase the accuracy of frequency-domain modeling; these being (1) exploiting the extended Laplacian difference operator to reduce numerical anisotropy, (2) combining the mass acceleration term into the point collocation and weighted average term (Marfurt, 1984) and (3) finding averaging coefficients using the steepest descent method so that the best normalized phase curves can be obtained.
ACCURACY OF NUMERICAL MODELING
The scalar wave equation for a homogeneous isotropic medium in the frequency domain is ( 1 ) where P = the pressure wavefield, = the angular frequency, and v = velocity.
When the conventional second-order, central finite-difference, five-point approximation is applied to the Laplacian term in two dimensions, equation (1) becomes (2) where P m,n represents the pressure of the wavefield at the location Figure 1 shows this grid.
Since exploration seismology requires relating events in time to horizons in depth, one concern is to minimize numerical velocity or dispersion errors (Alford et al., 1974; Marfurt, 1984) . Dispersion analysis (Appendix A) allows an estimation of the accuracy of the solution in the frequency domain. Figures 2 and 3 compare dispersion curves corresponding to frequency-domain and time-domain algorithms. Since dispersion in the frequency domain is greater than that in the time domain, more grid points per wavelength should be used in the frequency domain to obtain an accuracy that is comparable to that of explicit time-domain extrapolation.
A NEW FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME
To get more accurate results with the same, or a smaller number of, grid points per wavelength, a different implementation is suggested.
The first step is to generalize the Laplacian term (3) where and the (x', z') coordinate system is rotated 45" relative to the (x, z) system. Finite-difference approximations to these operators can be expressed as and
where A = AX = AZ. This generalization makes a nine-point Laplacian operator (Figure 4 ). With this formulation, the dispersion curves are calculated with a = 0.5. The result ( Figure 5 ) shows relatively small numerical anisotropy with respect to propagation angle even though the method is, in general, less accurate than the conventional technique shown in Figure 2 . The dispersion is maximum at a propagation angle of 45" and minimum at 0". This difference can be explained by the fact that the grid interval of the 45" rotated coordinate system is larger than that of the 0" system. The second step is to modify the technique used by Marfurt (1984) in which he considered the mass acceleration term to be a linear combination of the lumped mass matrix and the consistent mass matrix. Using this technique, the finite-difference approximation of the collocation point P of the mass acceleration term in equation (1) can be represented as a linear combination of the points corresponding to the Laplacian operators, so that
In practice the averaging coefficient b can be found by optimization (See Appendix B) in a manner similar to that used in Holberg (1987) to obtain optimal differencing operators in time domain modeling. Dispersion curves based on the optimized constant, b = 0.737, are shown in Figure 6 . In this figure, dispersion curves are clustered on either side of the lines V p h / v = 1 and V gr /v = 1, which means that the numerical velocity does not diverge significantly from the true medium velocity.
Finally, by combining these two techniques we can expect more accurate results. The quantity P in the mass acceleration term P, in conjunction with the nine-point Laplacian operator, is (5) where c + 4d + 4e = 1.
Substitution of equations (5) nique cannot compete with other modeling techniques, such as Dispersion curves based on these optimized coefficients are the Fourier method (Kosloff and Baysal, 1982) in modeling shown in Figure 7 . When G min , the number of grid points per conventional synthetic sections. However, for certain problems shortest wavelength, is 4, the phase velocity error will be (e.g., modeling structures with frequency-dependent physical bounded within ±0.5%, and when G min is 3.2, the phase properties and wave-equation tomography where only a small velocity error is bounded within ±1%. For group velocity, this number of frequency components are used), this frequencyvalue will produce about 3% error. For a comparable degree of domain method will make the problem less expensive. Furtheraccuracy, the conventional five-point frequency-domain algomore, the optimal finite-difference formulation, with a more rithm would have G min = 13, while the explicit time-domain, efficient sparse matrix solver such as nested dissection, can finite-difference method would have G min = 10.
further reduce the computational cost of such modeling. We use a single active column matrix solver (Zienkiewicz, 1978) to factorize and solve the impedance matrix. Faster solutions would result if more efficient matrix solution methods, such as nested dissection (George and Liu, 1981) are used.
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EXAMPLES
To examine the fidelity of solutions generated with the optimal nine-point, finite-difference formulation developed in this study, the conventional frequency-domain solution of Pratt and Worthington (1990) and the time-domain solution of Alford et al. (1974) are compared for the same homogeneous isotropic half-space model shown in Figure 8 . The optimal averaging coefficients used are the same as those used in F i g u r e 7 ; G m i n = 4 in the frequency-domain calculations, G min = 9 in the time domain, and the high-cut frequency of the source wavelet is 60 Hz. For the time-domain solution, secondorder central finite differences are used to approximate the spatial derivatives. Time integration is performed explicitly and run at the stability The seismogram generated by the conventional five-point frequency-domain scheme (Figure 9a) shows evidence of dispersion because of insufficient nodal points, while the seismograms calculated by the optimal nine-point operator (Figure 9b Figure 10 by (a) the frequency-domain formula using the optimal nine-point finite differences, and (b) the explicit time-domain scheme. The shot point is located at 750 m. 
APPENDIX B

OPTIMIZATION
Since numerical dispersion in 2-D depends on propagation To obtain the optimal values of a, c, and d, the method of angle as well as on grid size, the averaging coefficients a, c, and steepest descent had been applied to the minimization of E. By d in equations (6) and (A-2a) should be determined such that a general iterative rule (Cont and De Boor, 1980) , the paramthe L 2 norm of the residual error is minimized. When the error eters a, c, and d are updated until the minimum of the objective of numerical phase velocity is defined as function (B-2) is reached, where k is the iteration number, p is one of a, c, or the norm of the residual to be minimized can be expressed as 
